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Disclaimer and Special Risk Disclosure Regarding Tax Futures Contracts

The risk of loss in trading commodity futures contracts can be substantial. You should carefully consider the risks of trading commodity 

futures contracts generally and the unique risks of trading U.S. Corporate Tax Rate Index futures contracts (“TAX Futures Contracts”) 

in particular before entering into any trade. Because there are no comparable products like TAX Futures Contracts which reference 

and settle to a federal tax rate, there are unknown tax implications and tax treatments associated with trading these contracts. No 

federal guidance has been issued as to whether this product will qualify for treatment as a hedging transaction. Furthermore, no federal 

law or guidance exists on the deductibility of the costs incurred in trading TAX Futures Contracts, whether for speculative or hedging 

purposes. Likewise, the tax treatment related to Tax Futures Contracts for realizing, recognizing or offsetting gains or losses, whether 

capital or ordinary, is not known. Any of the above risks may result in adverse consequences, including non-deductibility of expenses 

or losses, and non-favorable tax treatment of gains or losses. EACH MARKET PARTICIPANT WHO CHOOSES TO TRADE TAX 

FUTURES CONTRACTS DOES SO AT THEIR OWN RISK, AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TAX CONSEQUENCES AND REPORTING 

OF THEIR TRADE ACTIVITY UNDER RELEVANT GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES AND JURISDICTIONS. THEREFORE, IT IS HIGHLY 

RECOMMENDED THAT EACH MARKET PARTICIPANT CONSULT THEIR PROFESSIONAL TAX ACCOUNTANT OR ATTORNEY 

BEFORE TRADING TAX FUTURES CONTRACTS.

Corporate Tax Futures™  
Disclaimer

For more information about Corporate Tax Futures contact Sales at: proprietaryproducts@miami-holdings.com • 609-897-8177 

or contact MGEX directly:  mgex@mgex.com • 612-321-7101
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About MIAX® 

MIAX’s parent holding company, Miami International Holdings (MIH), operates and manages Miami International Securities Exchange, 

LLC (MIAX®), MIAX Pearl, LLC (MIAX Pearl®) and MIAX Emerald, LLC (MIAX Emerald® and together with MIAX and MIAX Pearl, the MIAX 

Exchange Group™), the Minneapolis Grain Exchange, LLC, a Designated Contract Market (DCM) and Derivatives Clearing Organization 

(DCO), and the Bermuda Stock Exchange.

The MIAX, MIAX Pearl and MIAX Emerald options exchanges leverage MIAX’s industry-leading technology and infrastructure to provide 

their member firms with traditional pricing and pro rata allocation (MIAX), maker-taker pricing and price-time allocation (MIAX Pearl) 

market structures, and a hybrid market structure with maker-taker pricing and pro rata allocation (MIAX Emerald).

MIAX serves as the exclusive exchange venue for cash-settled options on the SPIKES® Volatility Index (Ticker: SPIKE), a measure of the 

expected 30-day volatility in the SPDR® S&P 500® ETF (SPY).

Under MIAX Pearl’s exchange license, MIAX Pearl Equities™ provides its members with best-in-class performance through a combination 

of high determinism, low latency and high throughput. MIAX Pearl Equities has maker-taker pricing and a price-time allocation model.

MIAX’s executive offices and National Operations Center are located in Princeton, NJ, with additional offices located in Miami, FL.

To learn more visit www.MIAXOptions.com.

About SIG Index Licensing, LLC

SIG Index Licensing, LLC develops and licenses indexes for use in the creation and settlement of financial products.
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